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Abstract

Structural, petrographic, and isotopic analyses ofcalcite veins and their

carbonate host-rocks from the Sevier thrust front ofsouthwestern Montana record

syntectonic meteoric fluid infiltration and hydrocarbon, migration. The calcite veins

record fluid pathways and fluid flow history during thrust emplacement. Vein fillings

occurred during single or multiple fluid flow events. Orientation analysis ofmutually

crosscutting, high-angle vein sets suggest development concurrent with Four Eyes

Canyon and Medicine Lodge thrusting and folding, but prior to Tendoy thrusting and

folding. Syn-folding bed-parallel shearveins are found in all thrust sheets. Irregular

veins that transect Sevier structures in the Four Eyes Canyon and Medicine Lodge

thrust sheets were likely reactivated during Eocene extensional deformation. Analyses

on,180v-SMOW and al3CV_PDB ofveins and host-rocks allow reconstruction offluid

rock interactions during deformation. Low salinity (Tm =-0.6°C to +3.6°C) and low

temperature (80-100°Cfor Cretaceous veins, 40-80°C for Eocene veins) fluids

interacted with hanging wall carbonates at shallow depths (3-4 km Cretaceous, 1-2 km

Eocene). Undeformed carbonate host-rocks have a a180 mean value of +22.2 ± 3%0

(10). All veins show significant variation in a180 and a13c. Variation in Ol3C is likely

due to the presence ofhydrocarbons. Tendoy veins related to Cretaceous thrusting

have calcite a180 values of+8.9 to +28.8%0. In the Four Eyes Canyon and Medicine

Lodge thrust sheets, Cretaceous veins have calcite 0180 values of+5.9 to +21.6%0 and

Eocene veins have 0180 values of+5.9 to +17.0%0. Calculated fluid a180 as H20,

using calcite 0180 values for Cretaceous veins are interpreted to be -11 to -9%0 (80°



and 100° C) as compared to Eocene fluid Bl80 values of-19%0 to -13%0 (40° and 80°

C). Isotope data indicates infiltration offoreland thrust sheets by evolved meteoric

waters, during both th~ Cretaceous and the Eocene. Surficial fluids infiltrated into the

thrust sheets by topographic recharge and migrated updip towards the foreland

resulting in varying degrees offluid-roc~ interactions producing higher Bl80 veins.

Degraded hydrocarbon found in fluid inclusions indicate that hydrocarbons migrated

with freshwater fluids.

Introduction

Evolution oforogens and foreland basins is profoundly influenced by crustal

fluids, which impact deformation mechanics (Forster and Smith, 1990; Davis et al.,

1983; Hubbert and Rubey, 1959) and the transport ofhydrocarbons (Oliver, 1986).

Numerous fluid sources and flow regimes have been distinguished and studied in

orogens; examples include deep, di1fuse flow ofmetamorphic and magmatic fluids

being driven in front ofthrust sheets (Oliver, 1986), shallow flow ofmeteoric fluids

through fractures in a fold and thrust front (Hutcheon et al., 2000; Ge and Garvin,

1994), and a flow regime consisting ofboth deep and shallow diffuse flow along

fractures with interaction between metamorphic, magmatic, and meteoric fluids

(Koons and Craw, 1991) (Figure 1). Additionally, aquifer systems can be stratified

with distinct zones at varying depths between which there is no mixing or exchange of

fluids, but through which there is fluid flow and fluid-rock interaction (Evans and

Battles,1999). Bebout et al. (2001) have shown that in the Lost River Range, Idaho
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Figure 1. Cartoon of fluid flow regimes in a fold and thrust belt setting: different fluid sources, olb compositions, pathways, and driving mechanisms
(modified from Koons and Craw, 1991; Anastasio in prep., 2002).



there was deep infiltration ofmeteoric fluids. The lackofdeep magmatic or

metamorphic fluids in that region is perhaps related to the presence ofa thick section

ofthe Antler flysch, an ideal aquitard, preventing them from mixing with shallower

meteoric fluids. The purpose ofthis study was to look for evidence ofthe infiltration

ofm~teoric water further to the east in the Tendoy Mountains ofthe Beaverhead

Range. Absence ofAntler flysch beneath frontal thrust sheets provides an opportunity

to investigate the generation ofdevolitilized hinterland fluids in the thrust beh (e.g.

Oliver, 1986; Evans and Battles, 1999). The Tendoy Mountains experienced a period

ofcompression during the Cretaceous when the Western Interior Seaway was present

(a potential watet source) and subsequent extension during the Eocene when the

seaway no longer occupied the continent's interior (Kalakay, 2001). Variations in

fluid regimes during these two periods ofdeformation are explored to evaluate the

effect offluid source variation on fluid-rock interactions.

Samples in this study were collected from traverses both along- and cross

strike in the Tendoy, Four Eyes Canyon, and Medicine Lodge thrust sheets. These

samples were analyzed for variations in fluid pathways and fluid compositions due to

spatial, temporal, and structural positioning. The excellent exposures in all three

thrust sheets allows for investigation ofthe spatial variation within the thrust sheets.

Additionally, sampled veins that developed during both the periods ofCretaceous

compression and Eocene extension provide a framework to explore for temporal

variability. Finally, the emerging thrust sheets have a complex deformational history
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ofin- and out- ofsequence faulting and numerous folded sections that provide ample

structuralvariability over a substantial time period (Perry et al., 1988).

A multidisciplinary approach using structural and geochemical methods were

applied to the Tendoy, Four Eyes Canyon, and Medicine Lodge thrust sheets in order

to understand the evolution offluid pathways, fluid flow, and fluid sources in the

Tendoy Mountains. Orientation·and petrographic analyses ofveins were used to study

variations in fluid pathways due to temporal variations in tectonic regime.

Environmental conditions, such as tempernture, influence the calculations ofisotopic

composition ofthe fluid and how one would interpret the fluid source. In order to

constrain deformation fluid temperatures fluid inclusion analyses.were conducted and

estimates about rock and fluid temperatures from other studies were used. Finally,

stable isotope analyses ofvefus (018
Ov-SMOW and 313Cv.PDB) were conducted to study

the evolution offluids and fluid-rock interactions in the Tendoy Mountains and

reconstruct the paleohydrology ofthe frontal thrust sheets.

Geologic Setting

Geology and Stratigraphy ofthe Tendoy Mountains

The Tendoy Mountains contain the frontal thrust sheets(Tendoy, Four Eyes

Canyon, and Medicine Lodge) ofthe Sevier fold and thrust belt in southwestern

Montana (Figure 2A and 2B). The formation ofthe syntectonic Beaverhead Group

records the sequence ofthrusting. As the thrust sheets emerged they shed additional

material into the foreland, thickening the package ofsyntectonic conglomerate
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Figure 2: A) Simplified geologic map from Lonn et aI., 2000; McDowell, 1992; Williams and
Bartely, 1988; and with additional data from this thesis research, Johnson 2002, and Harkins, 2002.
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(Schmitt et al., 1995). In some cases individual thrust sheets override units ofthe

Beaverhead Group that were shed from the emplacement ofpreviously emerging

thrust sheets (perry et al., 1988; Perry and Sando, 1983). Similar crosscutting

relationships established the emplacement ofthe frontal Tendoy faults, about 79-76

Ma, about 30 km to the north (Kalakay, 2001). Duringthe Sevier orogeny, the .

imbricate faults ofthe Tendoy Mountain thrust system formed in sequence (Medicine

Lodge, Four Eyes Canyon, Tendoy) with out ofsequence faulting ofthe Cabin thrust

behind the Medicine Lodge thrust (perry et al., 1988; Skipp, 1988). These major NW

SE trending thrust faults contain folded carbonates in their banging walls. The faults

steepened northeastward upon encountering Laramide Blacktail-Snowcrest Uplift

(perry et al., 1983). This induced out ofsequence faulting within the Tendoy thrust

sheet (e.g. Deadwood Gulch Fault, DWG) (McDowell, 1997 and 1992; Perry et al.,

1988) and potential reactivation and out ofsequence movement ofthe Four Eyes

Canyon thrust (Anastasio et aI., 2002).

Eocenevolcanism generated ash :fu.lls and scattered lava flows, which cover

portions ofthe Four Eyes Canyon and Medicine Lodge thrust sheets. During this time

there was also Basin and Range extension creating numerous normal faults in the

study area (e.g. the Muddy Creek Graben) (Janecke et al., 1999). Eocene deformation

proved to be important in the development ofsome vein sets in the study area.

The study focused on the Tendoy thrust, which emplaces Mississippian

limestone on the Upper Cretaceous Beaverhead Group. There is approximately 5 Ion
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ofoffset on the Tendoy thrust fault (McDowell, 1992). The Four Eyes Canyon and

Medicine Lodge thrusts also carry Mississippian carbonates in their banging walls.

The carbonate rocks contained in the immediate hanging walls ofall three

thrust sheets are folded, while the beds within the immediatebanging wall ofthe

Deadwood Gulch Thrust are relatively flat laying. Fold axes are oriented

perpendicular to the direction offault emplacement, that is their fold axes are parallel

to the trend ofthe thrust faults; Folding occurred during the emplacement ofthe thrust

sheets (McDowell, 1997). Several ofthe northeast-verging folds found in the Birch.

Creek area are interpreted to be fault-tip or fault-propagation folds that formed from

splays rooted offofthe basal detachment (McDowell, 1997).-

Samples ofcalcite vein and limestone protolith were collected from the

Mississippian Lombard Limestone (Ml1) (Figure 3), which is 203-295 mthick and lies

immediately above the Tendoy, Four Eyes Canyon, and Medicine Lodge Faults. The

Lombard Limestone consists predominately ofwackestone/packestone limestone, with

. varying amounts offossils, and is interbedded with calcareous shale, lime mudstones,

and arenaceous siltstones. Moving from the Big Sheep Creek and Little Sheep Creek

traverses towards the Birch Creek and McKnight Canyon traverses the Tendoy fault

cuts up-section in the Lombard Limestone (McDowell, 1997 and 1992). Immediately

above the Lombard Limestone is a package ofMississippian- through Jurassic-aged

sedimentary rocks, ~2 km thick (McDowell, 1997 and 1992). The nonmarine

Cretaceous Beaverhead Group (Kb) isa minimum of2800m thick in the Tendoy

footwall, thicknesses vary from location to location. Presumably the Beaverhead

9
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Group is thinner in the hanging wall (McDowell, 1997 and 1992; Schmitt et al., 1995;

William and Bartley; 1988);

Geology ofSample Traverses

Several sampling traverses were chosen along the strike ofthe Tendoy thrust

sheet and across strike into the Four Byes Canyon and Medicine Lodge thrust sheets to

study the spatial and temporal variation in fluid-rock interaction (Figure 2; Appendices

1-3). The soutnetiiiiioS! Tendoy traverse was at Bitch Creek (Figure 2), where

samples were collected from northe~-verging fRult propagation folds in the Lombard

and Conover Ranch Formations less than 0.5 Ian from the Tendoy fault (McDowell,

1992).

The Little Sheep Creek traverse is 4 km to the north (Figure 2) where the

unexposed Tendoyfault makes up the easternmost margin. ofaone-kilometer long

traverse. McDowell (1997 and 1992) interpreted out ofsequence thrusting oftwo

smaller thrust faults and the Deadwood Gulch fault after folding and emplacement of

the Tendoy fiwlt as evidenced by the repeated stratigraphic section and displaced

folds. Bedding within these imbricate faults is nearly vertical. An anticline-syncline

pair, a small thrust fault, and an isolated anticline are located between the westernmost

ofthe two imbricate faults and the Deadwood Gulch fault (Figure 4).

Continuing along strike is the Big Sheep Creek traverse (Figures 2 and 5). The

easternmost margin is defined by the Tendoy fault; the western margin (2 km due

11
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west) extends into an area where the Tendoy fault had less ofan immediate effect on

veining. The traverse consists oftwo packages. The first package, immediately above

the Tendoy fault, is an intensely folded section ofMississippian Lombard Limestone

and Conover Ranch Formations. The second package, contained in the banging wall

ofthe Deadwood Gulch thrust, comprises relatively unfolded, flat lyirtg Lombard

Limestone and Conover Ranch Formations.

The McKnight Canyon traverse is located the furthest north along strike in the

Tendoy thrust sheet (Figure 2). TheTendoy fault is exposed at this location; samples

collected immediately above the fault in the hanging wall (Figure 6). The Lombard

Limestone is highly.brecciated adjacent to the fault.

Two sampling traverses were located further west in the Four Eyes Canyon

and Medicine Lodge thrust sheets (Figure 2). The easternmost traverse in the Four

Eyes Canyon (Figures 2 and 7) consists oftightly folded limestone. Further west, in

the rear ofthe Four Eyes Canyon thrust sheet and adjacent to the Medicine Lodge·

thrust sheet, are a series offolded limestone beds (Figures 2 and 8). Sampling at this

site in the Four Eyes Canyon was conducted in one anticline on both limbs and in the

hinge region. Several samples were taken from the Medicine Lodge thrust. All

sampling traverses were positioned to investigate spatial and temporal variation in

fluids as well as to study the effect ofvarying structural positions on fluids and fluid

flow.

Stereographic analysis was used to establish the structural framework in which

veins were formed in the Tendoy thrust sheet. .Due to similarities seen in structural

14



Figure 6. The exposure of the Tendoy thrust fault at the
McKnight Canyon traverse. Brecciated zone in the hanging
wall of the fault.
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ENTIONALS~COND EXPOSURE·

Figure 6. The exposure of the Tendoy thrust fault at the
McKnight Canyon traverse. Brecciated zone in the hanging
wall of the fault.
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I Sam~le:471

Figure 7. Photograph and tracings of sampling traverse in eastern part
of the Four Eyes Canyon thrust sheet. Near vertical veins cut across
Cretaceous compressional structures.
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Figure 8. Tracings of the western Four Eyes Canyon and Medicine Lodge traverse, -2km. Stations
in the Four Eyes Canyon thrust sheet were spaced along an anticline, about O.Skm. Major structures
are shown as well as cross-cutting relationships between veins in the hinge ofthe anticline.



styles ofsample traverses, poles to all beds within the Tendoy thrust sheet were

plotted on a single stereoplot (Figure 9A). Acylindrical best fit to the data indicates

an overall fold axis to folds-in the Tendoy thrust sheet to have a trend and plunge of

.3220

, 060

, which is consistent with NE emplacement ofthrust sheets and northeast

verging symmetric, upright, horizontal folds. The cylindrical, open folds are second to

third order folds. In the Four Eyes Canyon and Medicine Lodge thrust sheets the

general structural grain is similar to that ofthe Tendoy thrust sheet with a fold axis

oriented 3300

, 130 (Figure 9B).

Vein Genesis

Veins are major fluid conduits in the fluid flow system ofan orogen. They
,

record the paleohydrology ofthe resulting mountain belts. The geometry ofveins is

dependent on the strain history ofthe deforming orogen. In order to piece together the

evolution offluid pathways it is necessary to understand vein set orientations and

crosscutting relationships between veins ofdifferent orientations (Appendix 4).

Orientation analyses were conducted to determine the number and timing ofvein sets.

Petrographic analyses established how the fractures opened and sealed.

Vein Morphology

Veins observed in the sample sites were either composed ofa single layer or

generation offlow (Figure lOA) or had multiple flow opening and filling histories
to

. (Figure lOB). In some instances, teXtural and color variation between layers indicates

18
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B)

Figure 9. A) Stereoplot ofpoles to bedding in the Tendoy thrust sheet.
B) Stereoplot ofpoles to bedding in the Four Eyes Canyon and
Medicine Lodge thrust sheets.
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B)

C) D)

Figure 10. A) Single layered vein, 3mm wide. B) Multi-layered vein - each layer
represents a different period of flow, different layers have textural and color
variation. C) Fibrous bundle (starburst) ofcalcite growing off of a host-rock
inclusion within one of the layers ofa mulit-Iayered vein. D) Longitudinal (left to
right) and transverse (up and down) systematic vein sets (hammer for scale). E)
Randomly orientated, nonsystematic veins found in brittle deformation zones of
thrust fault hanging walls (lmm wide veins).

20



that these multi-layered veins consist ofup to 12 generations offlow. Within some

individual layers there are wall rock fragments oflimestone protolith. Associated with

these inclusions are elongate bundles ofcalcite crystalS radiating away from the clast

(Figure 10C). These clasts behaved as nucleation sites for calcite crystal growth,

producing "starburst" structures ofcalcite ranging anywhere from 1 cm to 8 cm·in

diameterdepe~ on the size ofthe clast. Clearly, fluid pathways must have been

wide enough to allow free floating clasts and the growth ofradiating crystal bundles.

Field observations revealed five vein sets: bed-parallel veins; longitudinal,

high angle veins striking parallel to structural grain (see Figure 9); transverse, high

angle veins trending in the dip direction (see Figure 9); and a steep near vertical to

irregular ~et that cut across compressional structures. The longitudinal and transverse

sets are regularly spaced and very prominent (Figure 100). Bed-parallel veins are

associated with folds and are not found in flat-lying beds (e.g. the Big Sheep Creek

Deadwood Gulch packages). Several crosscutting relationships were observed

between vein sets. In the Tendoy thrust sheet the longitudinal and transverse sets

mutually crosscut one another, and they are both cut by the bed parallel shear veins.

In the Four Eyes Canyon and Medicine Lodge thrust sheets longitudinal, transverse,

and bed-parallel veins mutually cross-cut one another. Near vertical veins cut all

previously mentioned veins and all other compressional structures. In several instances

at the western Four Eyes CanyonlMedicine Lodge traverse veins ofirregular

orientation were observed cutting through beds; occasional1y these veins reoccupy the

paths ofpreexisting longitudinal, transverse, and bed-parallel veins (Figure 11). In the
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Figure 11. Schematic sketch of irregular veins in the western portion of the Four Eyes Canyon
thrust sheet. One set is observed flowing into another and in some cases a vein will be randomly
oriented and then join with another vein, like the bed-parallel veins.
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immediate handing-wall ofthe major thrust faults, a network ifthin (.....1 nun),

randomly oriented veins occupy fractures caused by shattering ofbedrock in the brittle

deformation zones (Figure 10E). These veins were omitted from the following

analyses.

Kinematics ofVein Development

The orientations ofover 200 veins were analyzed stereographically in order to

-
constrain the evolution offluid pathways throughout the different stages of

deformation (Appendix 5). The tightness ofconcentrations ofpoles to veinswas

assessed in both the current (geographic) position and in the original (stratigraphic)

position. This type ofanalysis was used to evaluate and distinguish vein sets

Field observations suggested the presence ofthree common vein sets:

transverse, longitudinal, and bed-parallel at each locality. Thus, all veins for the

Tendoy thrust sheet were analyzed together in their geographic coordinates (Figure

12A). Kamb contouring indicates only a single concentration ofpoles with a mean

orientation of.....152·,01· (Figure 12A-1). This vein set is interpreted as a transverse

set because its orientation is close to the dip direction ofbeds and is parallel to the fold

profile plane in the Tendoy thrust sheet (see Figure 9A). However, in the field, this

transverse vein set mutually crosscuts a longitudinal, high angle vein set which is

oriented parallel to regional strike (Figure 12A-2). Although this longitudinal set is

scattered in geographic coordinates, it is concentrated in stratigraphic coordinates

(Figure 12A-3). Kamb contours ofrotated veins show that there are two distinct
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Figure 12. A) Tendoy thrust sheet orientation
analyses. 1) Lower hemisphere stereoplot of
poles to all Tendoy veins in geographic
coordinates, with the exception of bed
parallel veins. Kamb contouring indicates
orientation maximums, which represent vein
sets. 2) Table ofcross-cutting relationships
between different vein sets (represents 11%
of veins). 3) Lower hemisphere stereoplot
ofpoles to veins in stratigraphic coordinates
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orientation maximum ofveins with mean orientations of 147°,05° and 057°,03°. The

first orientation maximum is the same transverse vein set. This set is slightly less

concentrated than the transverse set because the few veins which Were not oriented

exactly perpendicular to the fold axis experienced minor amounts ofrotation upon

returning beds to horizontal. The second orientation maximum is interpreted as a

longitudinal set because it has an orientation approximately strike parallel to the fold

axial plane (Figure 9A) in the Tendoy thrust sheet. These two sets most likely formed

while beds in the Tendoy thrust sheet were still flat-lying. During folding the

longitudinal veins underwent reorientation around folds. Bed-parallel shear veins

were observed only in folded beds within the Tendoy thrust sheet. During folding

bed-parallel shear veins form due to flexural slip along bedding planes. This

interpretation is supported by the observation ofbed-parallel veins cutting across all

transverse and longitudinal veins (Figure 12A-2). Therefore, the bed-parallel vein set

is interpreted to have formed during emplacement and folding ofthe Tendoy thrust

sheet. A summary ofthe kinematics for vein formation during regional Cretaceous

compression is shown in Figure 12B for the Tendoy thrust sheet.

In the Four Eyes Canyon and Medicine Lodge thrust sheets vein sets similar to

Tendoy sets were observed (i.e. bed-paralle~ longitu~ and transverse sets). In

addition, there were high angle veins that cut across all structural features (Figure 7)

and veins that were ofirregular orientation cutting across structures and at times using

preexisting bed-parallel or longitudinal veins (Figure 11). These two types ofveins

are interpreted to be post-compression veins.
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Longitudinal vein

Non-systematic veins

Figure 12. B) Schematic summary ofvein sets. A) In the Tendoy thrust
sheet longitudinal and transverse veins formed while beds were flay lying.
Later, folding and faulting in the Tendoy thrust sheet reoriented these
veins and bed-parallel shear veins developed as a result of flexural slip.
Non-systematic veins are associated with brittle deformation zones in the
immediated hanging wall of thrust faults.
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There are two distinct concentrations ofdata when veins related to Cretaceous

compression are plotted with respect to a geographic reference frame (Figure 13A-l).

The mean orientations ofthese two sets are 3380

, 060 and 0690

, 240

• The first

concentration is oriented almost perpendicular to the mean fold axes offolds in the

Four Eyes Canyon and Medicine Lodge thrust sheets (see Figure 9B) making this set

analogous to Tendoy transverse veins. The other set is oriented approximately parallel

to the mean structural grain in the region (see Figure 9B), and is thus interpreted as a

longitudinal set analogous to Tendoy longitudinal veins. Longitudinal, transverse, and

bed-parallel veins are all mutually crosscutting in the Four Eyes Canyon thrust sheet

(Figure 13A-2). Based on the higher concentrations oforientation maximum for veins

in their geographic coordinates and their crosscutting relationships, these three veins

sets formed during folding ofthe Four Eyes Canyon and Medicine Lodge thrust

sheets. Subsequent to Cretaceous compression, irregular veins and high-angle veins

were formed (Figure 13A-3). These multi-layered veins are relatively wide and have

coarse crystalline textures. Because many ofthe bed-paralle~ longitudinal, and

transverse vein sets are multi-layered with textures and widths, they were likely

reactivated during this period oflater extension. Post-Cretaceous compression veins

are found only in the Four Eyes Canyon and Medicine Lodge thrust sheets where there

was significant Basin and Range extension and volcanism during the Eocene. The

Muddy Creek Graben, other extensional faults, and volcanic deposits are found only in

the Four Eyes Canyon and Medicine Lodge thrust sheets and are not present in the
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Figure 13. A) Four Eyes Canyon and Medicine
Lodge thrust sheets orientation analyses. 1)
Lower hemisphere stereoplot ofpoles to
Cretaceous veins, with the exception ofbed
parallel veins in geographic coordinates. Kamb
contouring indicates orientation maximums,
which represent vein sets. 2) Table of
crosscutting relationships betweeen different
vein sets (represents 8% ofveins). 3) Lower
hemisphere stereoplot of Eocene veins in
geographic coordinates.
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Tendoy thrust sheet. Therefore, these vein sets are interpreted to have formed during

Eocene·extension. A summary ofthe kinematics ofvein formation is shown in Figure
,

13B for the Four Eyes Canyon and Medicine Lodge thrust sheets.

Textures ofVeins

Twenty samples were collected from representative vein sets in the Tendoy,

Four Eyes Canyon, and Medicine Lodge thrust sheets. Petrographic analysis ofthese

samples was used to establish filling behavior and to reconstruct the history ofthese

fluid pathways. Most ofthe Cretaceous Tendoy veins are single-layered veins. In

contrast, many ofthe Cretaceous and Eocene veins in the Four Eyes Canyon and

Medicine Lodge thrust sheets are multi-layered.

The majority ofveins consist ofeuhedral crystals that range in size from

. 120~ to 6mm, very few contain elongated crystal fibers (Figure 14A). High fluid

pressures would allow wider fractures to form and give the minerals a longer period of

time to precipitate larger euhedral crystals as flow would be more continuous

. (Cosgrove, 2001; Fisher and Brantley, 1992). Some layers consist entirely offine-

grained crystals ranging from 8 to 120 Jllllin size (Figure 14A). Generally, fine-

grained calcite crystals are found along the walls ofthe veins from which the larger

crystals nucleate (Figure 14B). The smaller crystals, or seed nuclei, which have the

preferred crystallographic orientations become larger growing towards the vein center

(Fisher and Brantley, 1992). In most cases the crystals were observed to grow from

both vein walls towards the center ofthe vein. Both uni- and bi-directional growth
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Irregular post-compression vein
Reactivated post-compression longitudinal vein Transverse vein

Reactivated post-compression bed-parallel vein High angle post-compression vein

Figure 13. B) Schematic summary ofvein sets. In the Four Eyes Canyon and
Medicine Lodge thrust sheets longitudinal, transverse, and bed-parallel veins formed
during folding and faulting and have mutually cross-cutting relationships. In a post
compression regime some Sevier compressional veins were reactivated and irregular
and high angle veins were formed cutting across all compressional structures. .
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A)

B)

Figure 14. A) Thin section showing multiple layers with differences in crystal size
from the smallest crystals which are ~8 to 120l1m and the largest crystals which are
-120l1m to 6mm in size. B) Multiple layered vein showing bi-directional growth
of calcite off of seed nuclei (-811m) on the vein walls inwards towards the center
where larger (-2mm on average) crystals grow. In a few ofthe larger calcite
crystals are twin lamellae in one and two sets.
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was observed. One or two sets ofcalcite twin lamellae are present in most veins. .

These lamellae are thin and relatively sparse, indicating low amounts ofstress and

strain (Ferrill, 1991). In the limestone protolith minor amounts ofpressure solution

were observed as selvages. In several ofthe multi-generation veins there were rip up

clasts ofprotolith, which were about 2mm in size. In most cases these rip-up clasts act

as nucleationsites for calcite radial growth (Lindholm, 1974), similar to what was

observed at the macro- scale in the field. The samples collected from the reactivated

Four Eyes Canyon veins contained numerous large elongated, sparry crystals. Both

the radiating bundles, and large sparry crystals indicate that some ofthe vein layers

were conduits for significant volumes offluid.

Field observations, orientation analysis, and petrographic analysis it has been

established that there are several vein sets. These veins formed during both Sevier

compression (Cretaceous) and during a later period ofextension (Eocene). Similar

textures in all vein sets suggests that they all formed via similar processes. Initially

fractures ofvarying width opened. Fractures were then sealed with uni- and bi

directional growth from one or both vein walls. This process occurred several times in

the veins containing multiple generations. Vein systems, particularly those with

multiple generations, form the framework for isotopic study.
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Temperature Constraints and the Presence ofHydrocarbons

Knowledge ofthe environmental conditions during deformation is key in

determining fluid compositions and sources because fluid temperature has a large

effect on the fractionation ofoxygen between calcite and water at low temperatures.

Ferrill (1991) notes that thin twin lamella similar to those observed in the Tendoy

Mountains generally indicate rock temperatures less than 2000 C. Conodont color

alteration index (CAl) values of1 from the Tendoy thrust sheet indicate temperatures

less than 80° C (Epstein etal., 1977; Perry et al., 1981). In addition, vitrinite

reflectance values of0.35% Ro (perry et al., 1981 and 1983) indicate temperatures of

about 51°C (Barker and Pawlewicz, 1994). Perry et al. (1983) interpreted a

geothermal gradient of20° CIkm by using vitrinite reflectance data and deep drill-hole

temperatures established for the Centennial Basin. A mean surface temperature of22°

C was chosen for temperature calculations (perry et al., 1983). ln order to calculate

the rocktemperature (via the geothermal gradient), it is necessary to establish the

maximum burial depth to the Tendoy, Four Eyes Canyon, and Medicine Lodge thrusts.

While vitrinite reflectance and conodont color alteration values suggest shallow burial

in the Tendoy thrust sheet, the fault must have been at least 2300 mdeep to

accommodate the preserved section ofMississippian-Cretaceous rocks. With the

addition ofa few hundred meters ofCretaceous syntectonic conglomerates (perry et

al., 1983) this suggests a maximum burial depth of.....3 Ian and a rock temperature of

-82° C. This temperature is broadly consistent with conodont and vitrinite data, both

ofwhich develop as a function ofboth time and temperature. In the Four Eyes
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Canyon and Medicine Lodge thrust sheets conodont color alteration values are slightly

higher (....1.5). Perry et al. (1983) interpreted these values to record burialdepths of--4

k:m. Given the CAl values and the estimated ge~thennal gradient a rock temperature

of....102° C is predicted for the Four Eyes Canyon and Medicine Lodge thfust sheets.

Many ofthe Four Eyes Canyon veins were precipitated after Cretaceous regional

compressio~ during the Eocene. At this time the Mississippian rocks in the hanging

walls ofthe Four Eyes Canyon and Medicine Lodge thrust sheets had been fully

emplaced on or near the synorogenic surface. The rocks which were sampled at the

surface today could have been as deep as 1-2 kIn, ifassuming low erosion rates of

about 1/40 or 1/20 ofa millimeter over the last --40 MA. The paleotemperatures

during Eocene deformation are not well constrained. Ifit were assumed that

temperature conditions were the same as during the Cretaceous, regional compression .

ofthese rocks probably at temperatures of42-62° C, for 1-2 km respectively.

Volcanism during the Eocene may have raised temperatures as high as 80° C. Fluid

temperatures can be different than rock temperatures so fluid inclusions were

analyzed.

Fluid inclusion analyses were conducted on samples :from the study area, in

order to obtain fluid temperature and composition constraints (Appendix 6). Many of

the inclusions were clear (either aqueous, calcite, methane, ·or decrepitated inclusions)

without vapor bubbles. However, there were a few inclusions with vapor bubbles that

were measured. In general, inclusions were 2-5 J.1m in size and located along planes or

in traitis healing microfractures making them secondary inclusions (Roedder, 1984).
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Upon heating and cooling the clear inclusions exhibited no phase ~hange and were not

useful in finding the homogenization temperature (Th). However, phase changes did

occur in a few inclusions providing two homogenization temperatures. The

homogenization temperatures that were obtained from two aqueous fluid inclusions

were +44° C and +160° C. On the lower end, this is consistent with the rock

temperatures, but the higher end is 60° C outside rock temperatures expected for the
. .

thrustfront. While this is too little data to tightly constrain the actual range offluid

temperatures, the values are consistent with low fluid temperatures. Therefore, it will

be necessary to assume that fluid temperatures are close to rock temperatures and use

the temperatures derived from the CAl values, vitrinite reflectance data, and the

geothermal gradient to use as working fluid temperature: 80-100° C for Cretaceous

veins and 40-80° C for Eocene veins.

Fluid density and salinity can be determined from the measured temperature

when melting occurred (Tm) after inclusions were frozen (Roedder, 1984). The lower

the temperature is the more saline the fluid. Fluids which can retain their solid phase

at temperatures exceeding freezing are metastable superheated ice and indicate very

fresh 'Water (Roedder, 1984). The melting temperatures obtained from the Tendoy

samples (-0.6 to +3.6° C) indicate the presence ofmetastable superheated ice, which is

low salinity freshwater. Both low temperature and fresh/low salinities are consistent

with a meteoric ,source.

. Brown inclusions were found in planar clusters or trains healing

microfractures. These brown inclusions were frozen and exposed to ultraviolet
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radiation to see ifthey were petroleum (Burruss, 1981). The brown inclusions in the

Tendoy samples are interpreted to be degraded petroleum because they did not

develop a vapor bubble nor did they flouress (e.g. Roedder, 1984; Burruss, 1981).

Because the hydrocarbons heal micro:fractures in conjunction with the fluids they were

probably present in the calcite forming fluid. Methane does not appear to be present

because vapor bubbles did not appear upon freezing. Well log data (Amoco, 1986)

and organic geochemical analyses (Swetland et aI., 1978) do showthe presence of

methane and high hydrocarbon/organic carbon ratios and ofhydrocarbons in the

Tendoy Mountains. However, the hydrocarbons were most likely generated in unit(s)

other than the Lombard Limestone (perry et aI., 1983). Given the presence of

degraded hydrocarbons in the veins, fractures were clearly pathways for both

hydrocarbons and freshwater during deformation.

Fluid Compositions and Sources

Stable Isotope Analyses

Stable isotope analyses were conducted on host rocks and systematic

veins found in the Tendoy, Four Eyes Canyonand Medicine Lodge thrust sheets

(Appendix 7). Microsamples ofcalcite vein material and carbonate protolith

representing the different deformational stages were analyzed for oxygen and carbon

isotopes following McCrea's techniques (1950) and the resulting CO2 gases were

analyzed on the Finnigan MAT 252 at Lehigh University. Oxygen and carbon were

reported relative to the Vienna standard mean ocean water (V-SMOW) and PeeDee
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Belemnite (PDB), respectively, and reported in the standard notation of %0 after the

following:

al80 =1000[«180p60) sample / e80/160) standard) -1] (1)

al3c = 1000[«l3C/12C) sample / (l3C/12C) standard) -1] (2)

Standaidization ofoxygen and carbon results was verified using known laboratory

standards (calcite 8-3-7v-C03and international carbonate standards).

Analyses ofundeformed host-rocks and microlithons and selvages in deformed

samples (Figure 15A) show high al80 values (between +20%0 and +27%0) and a wide

range ofal3C values (+0.6 to+5.6%o). Values for undeformed host-rocks (host-rocks

showing no obvious penetrative deformation or cleavage formation) overlap with

values for microlithons and selvages in deformed rocks. The smaller number of

selvages shows a more restricted range in al3c. Overall, tie lines from veins to their

respective host-rocks (Figure 15B) show that there is a systematic shift from 13C and

180-enriched host-rocks to lower al80 and lower al3c veins, with only a few

exceptions.

Significant variation is seen in both al80 and a13c ofmicrosampled calcite

from Cretaceous Tendoy veins, Cretaceous Four Eyes Canyon and Medicine Lodge

veins, and Eocene Four Eyes Canyon and Medicine Lodge veins (Figure 16). The

Cretaceous Tendoy veins show the largest variation in al3c, ranging from -0.9 to

+4.8%0 (Figure 16A-l). The Cretaceous Tendoy veins also show the most significant

variation in al80 from +8.9 to +28.8%0. The moreal80-enriched veins have values

similar to those ofthe undeformed host-rocks. Analysis ofthe different vein sets in the
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Tendoy thrust sheet (Figure 16A-l) was conducted in order to identify any distinct

variation among the different sets, which formed at different periods in the Tendoy

thrust sheet's deformational history. Veins related to pre-Tendoy folding and faulting

(longitudinal and transverse) show significant variation in 0180 and o13C. The

longitudinal veins have the largest range in 0180 and 013C. Bed-parallel shear:fibers

and fault breccia fall within the range ofthe pre-Tendoy deformation veins. Bed

parallel shear :fibers have high 0180 values, in the range ofundeformed host rock,

while the fault breccia has somewhat lower 0180. A single Cretaceous Tendoy multi

layered vein has two distinct calcite isotopic compositions differing by about + 15%0 in

0180 (Figure 16A-2). Both 0180 and ol3C have systematic shifts from higher to lower

values along the traverse.

The Cretaceous Four Eyes Canyon and Medicine Lodge veins have 0180

values of+5.2 to +20.9%0 (Figure 16B-l). Overall, the veins in the Four Eyes

Canyon/Medicine Lodge traverse show lower 0180 and a smaller range OfOl3C when

compared to the Tendoy veins. Orientation analysis revealed that the Four Eyes

Canyon and Medicine Lodge vein sets formed during folding and faulting ofthese two

thrust sheets (Figure 16B-1). The bed-parallel vein, which is dilatent, has significantly

lower 0180 than the bed-parallel shear vein analyzed in the Tendoy thrust sheet (see

Figure 16A-l). A longitudinal vein has 180 lower than undeformed host-rock and

within the range ofother Four Eyes Canyon, Medicine Lodge, and Tendoy veins. A

Cretaceous Four Eyes Canyon specimen was collected in a previous study (L.
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Cbizmadia and G. Bebout, unpublished data) and includes ten microdrilled samples of

microlithons, selvages, and vein material (Figure 16B-2). There are two distinct vein

compositions and there is the same shift from higher a180 and a13c in microlithons to

lower values in selvages and even lower values for the two veins in this sample.

The Eocene Four Eyes Canyon and Medicine Lodge veins have a180 values of

+5.9 to +21.6%0, but mostly less than +15%0 (Figure 16C-1). Generally, there is much

less variation in a180 and a13Cthan for the Cretaceous veins. An Eocene multi

layered vein from the Four Eyes Canyon thrust she~t was also analyzed (Figure 16C

2). This vein had layers ofuniform composition. There isa systematic shift from

undeformed host-rock with high a180 to lower a180 in veins. Data for an Eocene

sample (either longitudinal or transverse, not determined) collected from an earlier

study in the Medicine Lodge thrust sheet are shown in figure 16C-3. Two distinct

vein isotopic compositions are observed and there is the same systematic shift from

higher a180 and aBc undeformed host-rock to lower a180 and a13c in veins.

InterPretation ofIsotopic Results

In general, undeformed host rock, microlithons, and selvages have 180_

enriched compositions (+20 to +27%0), which are consistent with values characteristic

ofmarine carbonate rocks (Bebout et al., 2001). The variation in carbon is possibly

related to the presence ofhydrocarbons in the Mississippian carbonate rocks (Perry et

al., 1983). There is a great deal ofvariation in the oxygen and carbon isotope

compositions ofthe veins studied. The ranges ofisotopic compositions are fairly
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similar for the Cretaceous and Eocene veins, although the Cretaceous veins have the

largest range for both oxygen and carbon. This range ofcompositions for both

isotopes was observed in each ofthe thrust sheets, vein sets, and in several multi

layered veins. That is, there is no distinct segregation ofcompositions between any

given thrust sheet or vein set.

Overall, there is a systematic shift from 13C_ and 180-enriched host-rock to

lower B180 and B13C veins as seen in the·tie lines connecting veins to their respective

host-rocks. This implies that the fluids were not equilibrating with the host-rock and

is consistent with open-system behavior. The one exception is a bed-parallel shear

vein found in the Tendoy thrust sheet. This fibrous vein has B180 compositions very

similar to undeformed host-rock indicating a closed system and local diffusion of

material along that particular bed plane consistent with vein texture (e.g. Durney,

1972).

The large range in B180 may be due to varying degrees offluid-rock

interactions which may have occurred as the more 180-depleted fluids interacted with

the more 180-enriched carbonate rock (Nesbitt and Muehlenbachs, 1989 and 1991).

As the fluid flowed through the fractures it and the host rock attempted to equilibrate

through an exchange ofoxygen and carbon isotopes. Depending on the degree of

fluid-rock interaction, some fluids fully equilibrated with the host rock (veins with

B180 values ~ 20%0) while others remained more depleted ~ 180 (values with B180

values <20%0). Less fluid-rock interactions (low B180 values) may result from
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influxes offluid into the system-(Rye and Bradbury, 1988). This is seen in the bed

parallel vein found in the Four Eyes Canyon thrust sheet, which is not a fibrous vein,

but is in fact dilatant and part ofthe open system offluid flow with low 0180. The

relatively low 0180 value for the fault breccia found in the hanging wall ofthe Tendoy

thrust fault is also consistent with large volumes offluid per volume ofrock in the

fault zone.

Fluid Sources

Open system behavior leaves several choices for fluid sources (see Figure 1).

Any available fluids from deeper sources would have been capable ofproducing

heavier vein 0180. Magmatic fluids have 0180 values of+5 to +10%0 (Sheppard,

1996) and metamorphic fluids generally have higher 0180 values, up to +20%0 (Nesbitt

and Muehlenbachs, 1989 and 1991). However, the possibility ofdeeper magmatic or

metamorphic fluids seems unlikely since there are no igneous or metamorphic rock

units found in the hanging walls and footwalls ofthe Tendoy, Four Eyes Canyon, and

Medicine Lodge thrust sheets (see Figure 4) (McDowell, 1992 and 1997; Perry et al.,

1988) and values ofmagmatic fluids would have been inadequate.

Although a number offactors could have caused the higher 0180 values, it is

possible to draw conclusions about fluid sources from the minimum 0180 values.

Using calcite-H20 fractionation factors (O'Neil, 1996) fluid compositions were

calculated from the vein a180 values, for the various temperature. ranges calculated.

During the Cretaceous minimum a180 for fluids generally are around -11%0 to -9%0,
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calculated for 80° C and 100° Crespectively, near the -7.5%0 values ofBebout et aI.

(2001). Eocene minimum values are typically between -J9%o and "'-13%0 (calculated

for 40° C and 80° C respectively) and are significantly lighter than the compressional

fluids. These values for the Cretaceous and Eocene (both ofwhich are far lowerthan

those for magmatic and metamorphic fluids) could reflect the compositions of

meteoric water at low temperatures (Kendall et aI., 1969; Nesbitt and Muehlenbachs,

1989 and 1991). Bebout et aI. (2001) found similar fluid values for Sevier

compressional veins in the Lost River Range, Idaho further west in the hinterland, -7.5

to +2.5%0 (150° C to 250° C), which have also been interpreted as influxes ofmeteoric

water.

Paleohydrology Reconstruction

Results from kinematic, textural, and stable isotope analyses can be

synthesized to provide insight into the soUrce ofthe meteoric water and the

paleohydrology ofthe Tendoy, Four Eyes Canyon, and Medicine Lodge thrust sheets.

Ocean water by definition has a composition of0%0 and nearshore fluids can have

oxygen isotope values not much lower, e.g. -5%0 (Kendall et aI., 1969). Continual

precipitation results in depletion ofoxygen isotopes from clo~ds (see Figure 1) to as

low as -16%0 in the Rocky Mountains (Figure 17) (Siegenthaler, 1979; Yurtsever and

Gat, 1981). The regional, late Cretaceous compression, which folded and emplaced

the Medicine Lodge, Four Eyes Canyon, and Tendoy thrust sheets also caused veining

(Kalakay,2001). During the period offrontal thrust emplacement, the Western
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Figure 17. Amap ofNorth America showing modem variations in 0180
in relation to proximity to the shoreline (modified from Yurtsever and
Gat, 1981) with approximate location of the study area in the circle.
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Interior Seaway was positioned about 100 km to the east ofthe study area (Figure

18A). In addition, in the Later Cretaceous the Pacific Ocean was further inland than it

is at present. Isotope analyses of8180 for calcareous, phosphatic, and siliceous

skeletal material show that isotope compositions ofthe·Western Interior Seaway

varied greatly due to eustatic fluctuations and freshwater influxes (from -8 to -1%0)

(Cadrin et al., 1995; Cadrin, 1992; Whittaker et al., 1987). During emergence ofthe

thrust sheets the seaway had 8180 values of-1%0 (Whittaker et al. 1987), valeus

similar to modem ocean water. Paleoclimate reconstructions show that northern

hemisphere circulation and storm tracks were from northwest to southeast across the

North American continent (e.g. Kump and Slingerland, 1999; Jewell, 1996; Sageman

et aI., .1996; Slingerland et aI., 1996; Ericksen and Slingerland, 1990) resulting in high

volumes ofrain on the emerging thrust sheets (e.g. Jewell, 1996). The minimum

values found for Cretaceous fluids of-II to -9%0 (for 80°C and'100°C respectively)

are consistent with evolved fluids, the majority ofwhich probably originated from the

Pacific Ocean and possibly some less evolved fluids from the Western Interior Seaway

(Kendall et al., 1969; Siegenthaler, 1979). The evolution offluids from-7.5%0 in the

Lost River Range to -11 or -9%0 for the Tendoy Mountains is consistent with west

east atmospheric circulation and storm paths coming from the·Pacific Ocean.

Movement along detachment faults further hinterland in eastern Idaho have

been dated with 40ArP9Ar thermochronology ofthe Pioneer core complex to be

Eocene-Oligocene in age, during which time there was hydrothermal activity and fluid

flow in that region (Silverburg, 1990). Studies ofthe Eocene Idaho Batholith and the
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Figure 18. A) Paleogeographic map (Scotese, 2002) and the location of the Western Interior Seaway
during the Late Cretaceous (Ericksen and Slingerland, 1990). Climate models have determined that
there were large cyclones blowing across the seaway from west to east (e.g. Kump and Slingerland,
1999). The frontal thrust of the Cordilleran Mountain Belt is shown and the study area is marked
with a star in SW Montana B) Paleogeographic map of the Eocene (Scotese, 2002).
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hydrothermal fluids associated with contact aureoles by Criss and Taylor (1983)

interpreted meteoric water value~ for a180 ofabout -16%0 for temperatures of 150

400· Cat depths of5-1km. Fluids in the Eocene Pioneer core complex have meteoric

water values·of-14.7%0 and -17.7%0 for temperatures of300· C and 200· C

respectively (Bebout et al., 2001). Eocene veins from this study have minimum values

of-19%0 or -13%0 (40· C and 80· C respectively). These fluids have compositions

consistent with Eocene fluids found in the other studies previously mentioned. During

the Eocene the Western Interior Seaway was no longer present and the Pacific Ocean

was found slightly further west (Figure 18B). The very l80-depleted fluids found

forming these Eocene veins are consistent with the composition ofevolved fluids

possibly from the Pacific Ocean (Yurtsever and Gat, 1981). These fluids are more

evolved than Cretaceous fluids, possibly due to changes in the location ofthe Pacific

ocean. In addition, during the Eocene since the Western Interior Seaway was no

longer present there was no mixing with less evolved fluids with more evolved fluids

from the Pacific Ocean that would enrich the overall composition ofthe fluids, hence

these Eocene fluids are more depleted in 180 than the Cretaceous fluids. Also, the

poor temperature constraints for the Eocene fluids may be somewhat ofa factor in the

apparent difference between minimum Cretaceous and Eocene fluids.

During Cretaceous compression and Eocene extension there was fracturing

related to the deformation ofthe Tendoy, Four Eyes Canyon, and Medicine Lodge

thrust sheets. These fractures acted as fluid conduits for fresh meteoric fluids, mostly

from the Pacific Ocean, and hydrocarbons. These fluids infiltrated into the thrust
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sheets to the basal decollement at .-..4 Ion. Studies in the Canadian Cordillera foreland

basin show the infiltration ofmeteoric fluids to depths of3-4 kIn (Nesbitt et al., 1991;

Hutcheon, 2000). These fluids were driven to these depths by topographic recharge

(Ge and Freeze, 1984; Koons and Craw, 1991). The driving mechanism ofthis flow is

the sloping water table, which mimics the topography ofthe region (Geand Freeze,

1984; Koons and Craw, 1991). Once at depth, the meteoricwater buoyantly flowed

updip towards the foreland (Koons and Craw, 1991). During fluid flow there were

likely varying degrees offluid-rock interactions, making for more ISO-enriched fluids.

From these fluids calcite precipitated to reseal the fractures to form veins.

Hydrocarbons were also migrating through the same fluid conduits in the frontal thrust

sheets ofthe Tendoy Mountains. The evolution ofthese fluid conduits is recorded in

the calcite veins.

Conclusions

In summary, calcite veins from the Sevier frontal thrust sheets in southwestern

Montana record syntectonic infiltration ofmeteoric water. During Cretaceous

compression, longitudinal and transverse vein sets formed during Four Eyes Canyon

and Medicine Lodge thrust sheet emplacement, but prior to Tendoy thrust sheet

emplacement. Bed-parallel veins formed during folding ofthe Tendoy, Four Eyes

Canyon, and Medicine Lodge thrust sheets and brittle deformation zones developed,

during faulting in the Tendoy thrust sheet in the immediate hanging-wall. During the

Eocene, high angle and irregular veins formed coincident with regional extension;
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these veins cut Cretaceous compressional structures and reactivated many Cretaceous

veins. The Cretaceous and Eocene veins were filled with calcite precipitated from

meteoric water derived from the Pacific Ocean with perhaps some mixing ofless

evolved fluids from the Western Interior Seaway during the Cretaceous. Surficial

fluids infiltrated into foreland thrust sheets by topographic recharge and buoyantly

flowed through fractures up-dip towards the foreland. In a low temperature

environment where the carbonate protolith was very enriched in 0180, the presence of

more 0180-enriched fluids may be a result ofvarying degrees offluid-rock

interactions. Not only were fractures conduits for meteoric water, but also

hydrocarbons, which migrated with the freshwater. Multi-layered veins that sealed

and re-opened numerous times record each flow period The veins ofthe Tendoy

Mountains were conduits for meteoric surface water generating significant fluid-rock

interactions leading to calcite veins ofsignificant isotopic variation.
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Appendix 1. Topographic Index ofquadrangles locating sample traverses in
the appropriate township and range (DeLorme. Topo USA 3.0,2001).
A)Birch Creek, B) Little Sheep Creek, C) Big Sheep Creek, D)
McKnight Canyon, E) UPS, F) Four Eyes Canyon.
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INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE.'

) .

Appendix I. Topographic Index of quadrangles locating sample traverses in
the appropriate township and range (Delorme. Topo USA 3.0. 200 I).
A )Birch Creek. B) little Sheep Creek. C) Big Sheep Creek. D)
McKnight Canyon. E) UPS. F) Four Eyes Canyon.
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Samples:27+28 :

Appendix 1. A) Birch Creek traverse in the Gallagher
and Lima Peaks Quadrangles.
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Samples:27+28

Appendix 1. A) Birch Creek traverse in the Gallagher
and Lima Peaks Quadrangles.
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Sample Traverse~:lC!oilllec~tied~JIIIIIII~!llllilillillsampies 2-12, 135-43

Appendix 1: B) Little Sheep Creek traverse in the Gallagher Gulch quadrangle.
Sample sites can be seen in Appendix 2 in the photomosaic ofLittle Sheep Creek.
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Sample Traverse: Collected
samples 2-12, 22, 35-43

Appendix 1: B) Little Sheep Creek traverse in the Gallagher Gulch quadrangle.
Sample sites can be seen in Appendix 2 in the photomosaic of Little Sheep Creek.
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Appendix 1. C) Big Sheep
Creek traverse in the Dixon
Mountain and Dell
Quadrangles.



Appendix 1. C) Big Sheep
Creek traverse in the Dixon
Mountain and Dell
Quadrangles.
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Appendix 1. D) McKnight Canyon traverse in the Kidd Quandrang1e.
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Appendix I. D) McKnight Canyon traverse in the Kidd Quandrangle.
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Appendix 1. E) Four Eyes Canyon - United Postal Service
(UPS) traverse in the Caboose Canyon Quadrangle.
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Appendix I. E) Four Eyes Canyon - United Postal Service
(UPS) traverse in the Caboose Canyon Quadrangle.
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Appendix 1. F) Four Eyes Canyon and Medicine Lodge traverse in the Caboose
Canyon Quadrangle.
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Appendix 1. F) Four Eyes Canyon and Medicine Lodge traverse in the Caboose
Canyon Quadrangle.
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Appendix. 2

Little Sheep Creek traverse with data and sample collecting stations.
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Appendix 2.

North Side of Road; facing -N
Scale:-2km

Big Sheep Creek traverse with data and samPle collectingstations.
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......:l..,. West Limb of Anticline (4C+D) Hinge cont'd (4A+B) East Limb of Anticline

Appendix 2. Western Four Eyes Canyon and Medicine Lodge traverse with data and sample collecting sstations.
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Uri,disterbel:l, near
contained

imbricate
falJltsthatformed out
of sequence behind the
Tendoy fault/just
approximately 100m
to the East. Cave
believed to have formed
prior to deformation.

Sediment layer in collapse cave
at Little Sheep Creek. Picture
taken facing ~North. The
stratigraphic top of the sediment
layer runs vertical on the western
side. Calcite deposits behaved
as a cement holding sediment
layer and collapse blocks in
place during folding and
faulting.



A~.peri\iix 4. Styles ofVeining

Single layered veins at Little
Sheep Creek.

veins in the Four Canyon
thrust sheet, cutting all Sevier
structures. Across the stream
from UPS stop.

Compressional veins at Little Sheep Creek.
Longitudinal veins run left to right and
transverse veins run up and down.
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Appendix 5. Orientation Results

- Key for Abbreviations and Sample
Traverses
Sample Log

- Orientations for Veins
- Orientations for Joints
- Orientations for Joints or Veins

(undistinguishable)
- Orientations for Beds
- Orientations for Faults
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Key for Abbreviations and Sample Traverses

Little Sheep Creek (LSC)
South Side of Road: was not sampled or measure, but was photographed
North Side of Road: all sampling, ect. occurred here
Station1 western limb of large anticline
Station2 western limb of large anticline
Station3 western limb of large anticline
Station4 western limb of large anticline
Station5 eastern limb of large anticline
Station6 west limb of snycline
Station? hinge of syncline
Station8 eastern limb of syncline
Station9 small upright ribbon of rock within imbricates to east of mini drai,nage
Station10 western large fin of rock, extensive, within imbricates to east of mini drainage
Station11 western large fin of rock, extensive, within imbricates to east of mini drainage
Station12 eastern large fin of rock, extensive, within imbricates to east of mini drainage, subdivided into A-E
Station13 unexposed Tendoy fault in small drainiage, Kb float on east, Mil float on west
Station14 large isolated block between two major fins, near base of hill, east of mini drainage, subdivided into A,B,C
Station15 collapse c~ve in eastern large rock fin, within imbricates
Station16 small isolated block, eastern most mini fin, near Tendoy fault
Station 16* below large anticline to west of mini drainage, small tight anticline



Key for Abbreviations and Sample Traverses Continued

Big Sheep Creek (BSC)
Station 1
Station2
Station3
Station4
StationS
Station6
Station?
StationS
Station9
Station10
Station11
Station 12
Station13

....:J Station14
1.0

Birch Creek (BC)
Station1
Station2

McKnight Canyon (McK)
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Key for Abbreviations and Sample Traverses Continued

Four Eyes Thrust Sheet
Station1
Station2
Station3
Station4
Station5
Station6
Station?
StationS
Station9
Station10
Station11



Key for Abbreviations and Sample Traverses Continued

TdF = Tendoy thrust fault
UPS = frontal portion of Four Eyes thrust sheet; near Muddy Creek Basin
V= Vein
J = Joint
B = Bedding
F = Fault

Orientations measured with a quadrant Brunton
Mil = Lombard limestone
Con.R. = Conover Ranch formation
Pq = Quadrant sandstone
Kb =Beaverhead conglomerate

HW = hanging wall
00 FW = footwall.....

Long (L) = longitudinal veins
Trans (T) = transverse veins
Bed II = bed parallel
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Sample Log

Description
Sample ID# Page Station Vein(s)/other Orientations
TdOI-ACJ- IIpA2 LSC;B2 Conv.R.1m B: N55W, 47SW
TdOI-ACJ- 2Ip.52-52 LSC, stat. 14 V: a-d B:N33W,18S
TdOI-ACJ- 3Ip.51-52 LSC, stat.14 V: z, if, gg B:N35W,89N
TdOI-ACJ- 4Ip.51-52 LSC, stat.14 V: hh, ii, ii, kk, v B:N32W,77S
TdOI-ACJ- 5 LSC, stat.14 V: PC?) and below B: N35W, 87S
TdOI-ACJ- 6 p.53 LSC, stat.14 V: i, j, k, n (2 pieces) B:N32W,77S
TdOI-ACJ- 7 p.56+57 LSC, stat.14 V: n, 0, p B:N32W, 70S
TdOI-ACJ- 8 p.60+61 LSC, stat.l2 V:h,i,j,k B: NIOE, 81S
TdOI-ACJ- 9 p.60+61 LSC, stat. 12 V:c? B:NI5W,75S
TdOI-ACJ- 10 p.60+61 LSC, stat.12 V:d B:N5W,80W
TdOl-ACJ- 11 p.63 LSC, sect. 12 V:4 B: N40W, 70W
TdOI-ACJ- 12 p.70 LSC, stat.16 Vein and fault B: N75W, 68W; V: NIOE, 65S;

F:N25E,25S
TdOl-ACJ- 13 p.77 BSC, stat.5 Vein V:N52E,32S
TdOI-ACJ- 14 'p.83 BSC, stat.4A V: 1 V:N45W,39E
TdOI-ACJ- 15 p.83 BSC, stat.4A V: g V:N46W,35N
TdOI-ACJ- 16 p.83 BSC, statAA V:a V:N47W,3IN
TdOI-ACJ- 17 p.83 BSC, stat.4A V: c V: N56E, 88N
TdOl-ACJ- 18 p.86 BSC, stat.4B Vein V: N65E, 89N; B: NI2W, 47W
TdOI-ACJ- 19 ,p.87 BSC, statAB Vein V: N8IE, 87S; B: NI4E, 3IN
TdOI-ACJ- 20 p.87 BSC, stat.4B Vein V: N82E, 86S
TdOI-ACJ- 21 p.87 BSC, stat.4B Vein V: N25E, 62S
TdOI-ACJ- 22 LSC stat.15 colI. Cave, calc.+c1asts
TdOI-ACJ- 23 !p.90 BSC, stat.9 Vein V: N75W, 60S
TdOI-ACJ- 24 p.93 BSC, stat. I I V: b V: N5E, 81W
TdOI-ACJ- 25 !p.93 BSC, stat. 1I V:c V: N4E, 78W; B: N26W, 14W
TdOI-ACJ- 26 BSC, stat. I I V:e V: N33?, 59NW; B: N40W, 28NE
TdOI-ACJ- 27 Ip.98 BC, stat. I Vein V: N55E, 88NW; B: N44W, 22NW
TdOI-ACJ- 28 Ip98. BC V:b V: N7lE, 52S; B: N70E, 21N
TdOl-ACJ- 29 Ip·98 BC V: 9 V: N48E, 52N; B: N89W, I2S
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ISample Log Continued

Sample ID# Page Station Vein(s)/other Orientations
Td01-ACJ- 30 p.99 BC V: 10 V:N78E,47N
Td01-ACJ- 31 BC V: 7, 8 V7: N88E, 45N; V8: N1OE, 70E;

B:N75W,32S
Td01-ACJ- 32 p.99 BC V: 11 V: N73E, 58N; B: N79W, 32S
Td01-ACJ- 33 0.99 BC V: 12, 13, 14 V: N78E,52N; N82E,58N; N81E, 52N; B: N83W, 308
Td01-ACJ- 34 BC V: 15 V: N84E, 54W; B: N75E, 408
Td01-ACJ- 35 IP.123 LSC, stat. 12 V: b N60E,73S
Td01-ACJ- 36 10.126 LSC, stat.16 shear fibers N1OE,678
Td01-ACJ- 37 10.126 LSC, stat.16 protolith N1OE,67S
Td01-ACJ- 38 Ip.l27 LSC, stat. 16 Vein material in wedge
TdOl-ACJ- 39 Ip.128 LSC, stat. 16 Iprotolith B: N70W, 65NE; N65W, 65NE
TdOl-ACJ- 40 10. 129 LSC, stat.16 longitudinal vein N65E,75S
TdOl-ACJ- 41 Ip.129 L8C, stat. 16 Iperpendicular vein N35W,80W;N19W,62W
Td01-ACJ- 42 10.130 L8C V:b V: N18W, 50E; N20W, 57E; N15W, 60E
TdOl-ACJ- 43 Ip.130 LSC VIF: d V: N70E, 30N
TdOl-ACJ- 44 0·132 McK Kb
TdOl-ACJ- 45 p.132 McK breccia
TdOl-ACJ- 46 p.132 McK float with veins
TdOl-ACJ- 47 p.133 B8C,UP8 Vein V:N68E,75N
TdOl-ACJ- 48 p.133 BSC,UPS Veins within beds
TdOl-ACJ- 49 p.135 4Eyes, stat. 1 V:a N65W, 448 (bed-II)
TdOl-ACJ- 50 p.135 4Eyes, stat.1 V: c N40E,75W
TdOl-ACJ- 51 p.135 4Eves, stat.l V:d N57W, 408
TdOl-ACJ- 52 p.137 4Eves, stat. 1 V:k+i N4E, 85W; N25W, 798
TdOl-ACJ- 53 p.139 4Eyes, stat.2A V: A, B, C, L, M, 0 N56E, 67W; Nl4Q, 848; N80E, 68NW; N68E, 89N

N28W, 888; N78W, 328

Td01-ACJ- 54 Book2 p.1-3 4Eyes, stat.3 V:b,E,L N70E, 838; N9W, 77N; N84E, 748

TdOl-ACJ- 55 0.8 4Eyes, stat.4C V: a N12W, 32W (bed-II)

Td01-ACJ- 56 Ip.8 4Eyes, stat.4C thin B paral., Td fluid?
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ISample Log Continued

Sample ID# Paj1;e Station Vein(s)/other Orientations
TdOI-ACJ- 57 p.12 4Eyes, stat.4D Monster Vein N60E,20W
TdOI-ACJ- 58 p.13 4Eyes, stat.4D V:c N23E,84N
Td01-ACJ- 59 Ip.14 MedicineL. Vein V: NlOE, 83W; B: N20W, 16SW
TdOI-ACJ- 60 Ip.14 Medicine L. Fault F: NI2E, 15W
TdOI-ACJ- 61 Ipol5 4Eyes, stat. 1 Vein V: N26W,86W; llP7, 3S24
TdOI-ACJ- 62 Ip.15 4Eyes, stat. 1 Vein V: N26W, 86W; llP8, 3S25
TdOI-ACJ- 63 BSC, stat.6 Black shale
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Orientations of Veins

sample site orientation notes about that vein notes about site
LSC - stat.14a3 N45W,IOSW a: 8cm long, lmm wide vein spacing(m)

N70E,16NW b: 9cm long, 5mm wide, xlin 0.02,0.02,0.01,0.03
N78E,5SE c: 5cm long, 2mm wide, cut by a 0.05,0.04

II d: 5cm long, 2mm wide, same as c irregulare, no apparent
N88W,16NE e: Ilcm long, 5mm wide pattern

? f: 4cm long, 1-2mm wide
Ig:? About arien, 12cm long, 5-2 mm wide vein thickness (mm)

? h: 6cm long, lmm wide varies from 0.25-5mm
N2W,35SW I: 5cm long, 2mm wide most are 1-2mm
NI5W,37SW i: 13.5cm lonl:!:, 1-4mm wide, fibrous?
N9W,4ISW k: 9cmlong, 1-5mm wide ,pictures
NlE,20W I: 18cm long, 5mm wide 2P18+19

? m: 9cm long, 0.5mm wide ISl1+12
N38W,30NE n: 9cm long, lmm wide

? 0: 6cm lonl:!: lmm wide Ip.51-52
N38W,25SW p: 15cm lonl:!:, 3mm wide
NIE,36W q: 16cm lonl:!:, 3mm wide sketch
N54W,34SW r: 25cm long, 5mm wide
NI5W,25SW 3cm long, 5mm wide
N54E,40NW s: 5.5cm long, lmm wide
N77W,15NE t: Ilcm lonl:!:, 3mm wide

? u: 6cm lonl:!:, 2mm wide
N75E,25NE v: 50cm long, 5mm wide, cut by bb, x, y, z
N60E,848E w: 15cm long, Imm wide
N50E,828E x: 4cm long, 0.5mm wide
N45E,828E Iy: 4cm long, 0.5mm wide
N46E,708E z: 7cm long, lmm wide
N62W,378W ff: ??? ff-kk very hard to measure orien
N19W,228W Igg:???
N34W,508W hh:???
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Orientations of Veins Continued

sample site orientation notes about that vein notes about site
N35W,64NE ii:???
N45E,70SE liP??
N36E,84SE ldc???
N70E,89N II: longit vein p.122
N30W,72W mm: bed II, shear vein
N25W,87W no: bed II

LSC, stat.14a2 N48W,28NE cc: 5mmwide p.52
N75E,14W dd: 5-lOmm wide Ipictures
N75E,52NW ee: 4mmwide 2P25, ISI8

LSC, stat.l4a4 N60E,88S a: 5mm wide, xlin
N5E,17W b: 2mm wide veins a,c,e,h,I,k,L are
N72W,24NE c: same as aa -I cm wide drawn to scale as far
N32W,26SW d: 3mmwide as placement
N63W,16NE e:3mmwide
N43E,35S f: ? 2-5mm wide sketch
N77W,35NE g: 3mm wide, xlin
N84E,15NE h: 3mm wide, split in middle p.53
N76E,14N I: 2mmwide
N88E,18S Ii: ? 2-6mm side

see h+I k: same as h+I, 3mm wide
NlOE,24W L: ?, 3m wide?
N70E,878 m: vein material on surface, can't get width
NI4E,84W n:

LSC, stat. 148 N2IW,44SW Ii: 2-5mm wide Ip.54-55
NI8E,35NW k: 2-5mm wide
N47E,35SE 1:2mmwide sketch (all to scale)
N4IE,4INW 0:2mmwide
N57E,72SE p:-Immwide
NI7W,34SW q: -3mmwide
N30W,32SW r: -3cm wide, sim orien to q

LSC - stat.l4C N80W,29NE h: ? Ip·56-57
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Orientations of Veins Continued

sample site orientation notes about that vein notes about site
N3IW, 68NE I: Immwide sketch (outline and
N42W, 52NE Ii: Imm wide faults a+b are to
N28E,29NW n: Immwide seale)
N14W,558E 0: Immwide

? p: Immwide
NI5W,16NE q: 2 diffveins, 2-3mm wide
N75W,45NE
N70E,798 1: - .p.122
N60E,848E 2: - sketch
N62E,828 3:- spacinl!: 6 veins per 2m
N69E,79S 4: - spacinl! bet Vs:

? 5: set with 6 .6m, .5m, Am, .35m, .25m
N45W,35N 6: set with 5

LSC - stat.12A N81W,40S a: Ip.60-61
N42E,26S b: 4em long, 2mm wide sketches (all to scale)
N78E,48S e: 28em long, 2-4mm wide
N89W,46S d: 28em long, 3mm-l,2em wide
N78E,19S e: gem long, Imm wide
N65W,298 f: I8em long, 2mm wide
N45W,14S Ig: 3mm wide, xlin
N81E,82N h: Immwide
N86W,80N I: O.5mm wide
N80E,50S j: 8em long, 3-4mm wide
N75W,44S k: 8em long, 2-6mm wide
N38E,25S L: 10 em long, 5mm wide
N75W,28S m: 1m wide
N42E,358 n: Imm wide
N20W,14W 0: 2mmwide
N62E,86N

LSC - stat.l2B N28W,36S Ip.62
N29W,22S
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Orientations of Veins Continued

sample site orientation notes about that vein notes about site
N2W,35E
N30W,308W

L8C-stat.l2C N68W,50NE Ip·62
N71W,55NE
NI5E,9NW a: shear vein on fault Ip.123
N60E,738 b: long vein, 2 per ext - 1st thin xlin 2nd open fract xis
N4E,19W c: shear vein perp to bed, cut by b timin\!: - c+d to b shear
N71W,228 d: gash vein formed wI c, spaced 0.05m to b extto a

LSC- - stat.12D N85W,41N poss 3mm wide Ip.62
LSC - stat.l2E N68E,588 Ip.63

N60E,64S sim to above
N70E,608 sim to above
N88W,22N
N35W,24E
N63E,828
N61E,60S
N20W, lOW
N5W,32E
N45W,30N 1: see p.59
N45W,30N 2: see p.59
N62W,18N 3: see p.59
N20E,318 4: no in pic/sampled

L8C - stat.11 N25E,358 1:4mmwide Ip.65
N69E,34N 2:2mmwide sketch
N58W,30N 3: lmm wide
N25E,888
N77W,768

LSC - stat.16. NlOE,658
N88E,70W shear fibers, also fault, bed II
N80W,88E
N58W,68E
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Orientations of Veins Continued

sample site orientation notes about that vein notes about site
N78W,728 a: shear fibers, bed II, cuts c p.126
N32E,62NW b: long, ext vein, cuts c? bed II cuts ext veins
N63E,56E c: ext vein
NIOE,678 d: trend and plunge, fiber on a
N70W,888W bed II shear fibers, fiber lin N5W, 728

BSC - stat.5 N52E,328 sampled, thick, course text, layers ,p.77

BSC - stat.4A N21E,358 -2m long, near Martin nest p.81
N47W,31N a:rangesfrom 5mm-l.5cm wide, xIin ,p.82
N59E,75N b:about lcrn wide, very xlin sets

c: see blowup sketch too d+e = transverse
NIlE, 428 d: h+I = longitudinal
N4IW,72N e: 3-4mm wide, xlin Ig+k = coni set, disp
NIIW,488 f: major surface, many like it beds
N46W,35N Ig: -5mm wide ? = bed II, cant see
N56E,88N h: any, may be to dirty
N52E,748 I: or not there
N45W,39E Ii: sampled
N76E,89N Ii:
NIOE,748 k:
N55E,568 -7.5m to west along road, further down p.84

BSC - stat.4B N82W,748 a: IP·85
N85W,798 b:5mm sets
N87E,758 c: 1m wide a-e - longit set
N89E,848 d: 7mmwide f = transv set
N87W,808 e: Iposs longit cuts trans
N26E,658 f:set see no bed II poss
N84E,828 g: 5mmwide since no folding
N81E,888 h:
N70E,89N I:
N89W, 798 k:
N86E,848 Same as k
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Orientations of Veins Continued

sample site orientation notes about that vein notes about site
N26E,67S sim to f
N23E,60S sim to f
N50E,84S 1>.86
N62E,84N
N49E,77S very xIin, 3mm wide
N30E,71S
N76E,86N
N65E,89N -lcrn wide
N81E,87S 4mmwide p.87
N82E,86S mult periods of flow, complex text
NI2E,61E I.5-2.5cm wide, very xlin

BSC - stat.8b N69W,67NE 11>.89
N85W, 7ONE
N65E,61S 11>·90
N7E,50E

BSC - stat.9 N74W,72S 11>.90
N75W, 60S in biopackestone

BSC - stat.7A N14W,86S 1>.91
N38W,63S
N74W,71S
N41W, 88NE
N25W,74W
N30W,84S

BSC - stat.7B N31W,70N 1>.91
N38W, 82NE
N19W,62E East of fault 11>.92
N1W,76E
N16E,88E
N52W,71SW

BSC - stat.U N72E,71N a: Ip.94
N5E,81W b:
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Orientations of Veins Continued

sample site orientation notes about that vein notes about site
N4E,78W c:
N1E,79W d:
N33E,59NW e:

BC - stat. I N50E,64SE 1: plane exposed Ip.98
N55E,89NW 2: sample 27

BC - stat.2 N81E,62S 3:a 9.98-99
N71E,52S 4: b, sample 28
N65E,51S 5: c
N58E,57S 6: -
N88E,45N 7: -
N10E,70E 8: -
N48E,52N 9:-
N78E,47N 10: from very dark thin bedded mudst, no fossils
N73E,58N 11: from very dark thin bedded mudst, no fossils
N78E,52N 12: same as above + same bed but higher up
N82E,58N 13: Ill!

N81E,52N 14: II"
N84E,54N 15: sample 34

LSC - stat.IO N55E,33N 3cm wide, doesn't cross bed Ip.I24
NlOW,15E a: bed has shear v which
N1W,24E b: cuts perp V
N65E,86S c: bed // cuts perp
N60E,89S d: a+b poss cut others
N61E,84S e: spacing: c-e over O.8m
N55E,85S f: a+b is 3V per 104m
N70W, lIN a: cuts b+d? p.I25
N62E,75N b: poss cuts e ?
N74E,74N c:
N52E,52S d:

e: long vein, spacing (cm) 6,4,7,6,22,13,9,5,12,3,5

LSC - stat.17 N28E,55N sample #39, east limb p.I28
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Orientations of Veins Continued

sample site orientation notes about that vein notes about site
N45E,86N set, I every -15cm, east limb
N41E,80N east limb
N55E,848 east limb
N57E,768 east limb
N60E,728 set, east limb
N60E,628 east limb
N85E,25N a: bed with shear, hin~e p.129
N65E,758 b: trans, hin~e a cuts d (II cuts tran)
N35W,80W c: long, hinge poss b cut by c
N19W,62W d: long, hinge d offset by bed
N60E,618 Iposs congparr, hinge c+dsame set
N55E,88N Iposs cong parr, hinge
N20W,57E b: sample #42 Ip.130
N18W,50E b: bcutbyc
N15W,60E b: . no bed II shear
N75E,828 c: c spaced every 6-1Oem
N66E,848 c: dcutbyc
N70E,30N d: sample #43, shear fault with gashes e poss cuts c
N40W,64N e:

LSC - bet 12+13 N86E,75N set, spaced - I' p.131
N55E,898 set spaced - 0.5' on road, thin lime
N51W,67N set spaced - 6cm mudstone with veins
N82W,62N
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Orientations of Joints

sample site orientation notes about thatioint notes about that site
BI- N66E,86NW IpAI

N55E,80NW IpAI
BIa- N40W,87NE IpA2

N45W,81NE IpA2, same joint as above 2 joint sets
N38W,79NE IpA2
N49W,78NE IpA2

LSC - stat.I2E N58E,81S Ip.63
N60E,85S
N70E,86S

LSC - stat.II N61E,78N I: p.65
N60E,81N 2: p.65

BSC - stat.4A N55W,32E p.81
N81W,88N p.82

BSC - stat.4B N28W,46E p.85
N57E,79S 'p.86
N45W,63N
N3IE,53S Ip·87
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Orientations of Joints or Veins (undistinguishable)

sample site orientation notes about that fracture notes about site
LSC - stat.14a N87W,35NE vein?, #6, p.50

N87E,39NE vein?, #7, p.50
NlOW,25SW j/v?, #8

LSC - stat.14a3 N89E,31N aa: >3m long, ~lcm wide, pass truncated by fault around corner
N55E,86SE bb: >2m lon~, reopened

LSC - stat.14B N82E,64N b: pass aa from A, truncated by a p.54-55
N75W,58SW c: too weathered to tell sketch
N28W,78SW d: beddingfjoint?
NI9W,70SW e: bedding/joint?, sim to d
N60E,64S Ig: j/v? too weathered, in massive bed
N12W,82W h: i/v?
N31W,71W I: ilv?
N80E,81N m: planes sim to b, j/v?
N88E,74N n: planes sim to b, j/v?

LSC - stat,14B N58W,25NE b: vii? Ip.56-57
N20W, nsw c: bedding? sketch
N36E,50NW d: j/v?
N37W, 75SW e: fracture/bedding?
N4IW, 65SW Ig: fracture/bedding?
N49E,67NW L: some congugate plane with m
N44E,25NW M: some con~uate plane with L

LSC - stat,12E N87E,61N Iilv? p.63
LSC - stat.ll N23W,35E W? ,p.65

N18W,36E j/v?
BSC - stat,4B N75W,27N
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Orientations of Beds

sample site orientation notes about that bed notes about site
BI N20E,23NW p.4l

NI5E,30NW p.4l
B2 N25W,45SW p.42 Conv.R.

NJOW,50SW p.42
N55W,47SW sampled, p.42

LSC - stat. I N27W,5ISW p.44
N44W,45SW p.44
N46W,32SW p.44
N35W,37SW ip.44

LSC - stat.2 N45W,46SW 'p.44
LSC - stat.3 N38W,33SW iP.44

N35W,40SW Ip.44
LSC - stat.4 N22W,35SW Ip.44

NJOW,32SW Ip.44
LSC - stat.5 N40W,48NE Ip.44

N50W,50NE Ip.44
LSC - stat.6 N58W,50NE Ip.44
LSC - stat.7 N35E, lOSE ?, p.44
LSC - stat.8 N32W,39SW also fault plane, p.44

N38W,49SW also fault plane, p.44
LSC - stat.9 N35W,65SW p.44
LSC - stat.IO N32W,73SW p.44

N33W,70SW p.44
N25W,74SW uneven, p.124

LSC - stat.ll N38W,75SW p.46
LSC - stat.12 N3IW,76SW ,p.46
LSC, stat.14 N34W,85NE Ip.46
LSC, stat.14a N30W, 79SW #2, p.50

N34W,80SW #9, p.50
LSC, stat.14B N30W,8ISW f: argill layer, p.54-55
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Orientations of Beds Continued

sample site orientation notes about that bed notes about site
LSC, stat.l4C N31W,74SW k: p.56-57

N26W,75SW r: p.56-57
LSC, stat.l2A N5W,89W 1 p.60-61

NlOE,81W 2 sketch
N15W,71W 3
N5W,80W 4
N15W,75E 5

LSC - stat.l2E N40W,70W approx, uneven surface
LSC - stat.n N25W,71W p.65

N32W,73W
N28W,76W

LSC - stat.l5 N25W,78W
N26W,80W
N20W,81W
N2W,78W cave sed. Layer

LSC - stat.16 N75W,68W !p.70-71
N35W,68W west limb these four are tight
N20E,25N hin~e fold, -3m bet limbs
N75E,56E east limb fold axis -N55W
N72W,72E east limb
N78W,728 shear vein, fault Ip.127
N70W, 88SW shear vein, fault

BSC - stat.5 N38E,65N Ip.77
N28E,42NW
N25E,31NW

BSC - stat.4A N21W,70W top limb Ip.81
N89W,85E hin~e sketch
N20W,62W bottom limb
N22W,61W big sketch p.82
N25W,62W mini sketch

BSC - stat.4B N12W,25N
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Orientations of Beds Continued

sample site orientation notes about that bed notes about site
N12W,47W 0.86
NI4E,3INW !0.87

BSC - stat.8b NIE,87W upturned bed, top p.89
N45W,27NW upturned bed
NIE,40NW upturned bed
N15E,52NW upturned bed
N67E,44N hi,mer on hill
N41E,57N lower on hill
N25E,I6N lower on hill
N40E,39N lower on hill

BSC - stat.7A N15E,34N Ip.91
BSC - stat.7B N26E,28N Ip·91

N35E,39N west of fault
N44E,50N west of fault
N81E,65N east of fault
N45E,64NW east of fault
N42E,22NW east offault
N30E,54NW east of fault
NI9W,60NW east of fault
NIOW,70NW east offault

BSC - stat.U N28W,38W west limb offold p.93
N40W,12W west limb of fold trend of fold is -N25W
NIE,IIW west limb of fold
N19W,12E hinge
N45W,89W east limb offold
N20W,74SW east limb offold
N25W,75NE east limb offold
N40W,28NE
N26W,14W

BC - stat.! N45E,22NW west limb of fold Ip.98
BC - stat.2 N20E,21N with vein 5 10.98-99
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Orientations of Beds Continued

sample site orientation notes about that bed notes about site
N75W,32S with vein 8
N89W,42S with vein 9
N79W,32S with vein 11
N83W,30 S with vein 14
N52W,28N east limb offold
N80W,41N
N75E,40S with vein 15

LSC - stat.17 N70W,65NE east limb p.128-129
N64W,65NE east limb
N85E,75S shear vein, hinge
N27W,39W west limb Ip·130

LSC - bet 12+13 N38W,67W Ip.131, on road
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Orientations of Faults

sample site orientation notes about that fault notes about site
LSC - statt8

N32W,39SW bedding plane, HW up to E, p.44
N38W,49SW bedding plane, HW up to E, p.44

LSC - stat.14a N38W,27SW HW up to E, #1, p.50

" similar to above, no evid, #10, p.50
LSC, stat.14B N39W, 35SW; rake 88S a: offset beds, slicks, HW up, 0.55
LSC, stat.14C a: sim to fault a at B (above), too hi~h

LSC - stat.12B N49W,20W ? Slicks rake -perpto strike HW up to E, p.62
LSC - stat.12C NI5E,9NW 3: go with this, HW up to E

NI5E,9NW same as above, rake is N55W, 8W (trend + plunge) Ip·123
N4E,19W has ~ash veins, see sketch

LSC - stat.12D N15E,17W 3:HWuptoE ip.62
N35W,9W rake -perp to strike, if anything to S, Normal fault, HW down to SW
N30W,20W HW up to E

LSC - stat.12E N7W,22W 2: see sketch Ip.63
N56W,21SW 1: see sketch
N58W,27SW 2: bed dra~, HW up to E

LSC - stat.16 N88E, 70W, rake 70N beddin~ plane, HW down to W p.70-71
N80W,88E same as above
N58W, 68E, rake 55N same as above
N25E,25S HW up to NE
N49W,64NE HW up to W, back thrust

BSC - sta1.4B N80W,85N slicks, HW out to road SE, p.85
N77E, nsw, rake 28W HW to west, p.87, slicks

BSC - sta1.8a N77E,71N like fault on p.87, no rake, slicks lito strike, p.88
BSC - stat.7B N27W,51NW Ip.92
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Sample Inclusions Present Th (0C) Tm ice (0C) Flouress Conclusions

6 (BSC) potential fluid and hydrocarbon ----------- ------ ...- ......_... ----------- decrepitated

II chip I (LSC) ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- decrepitated

16 chip I (LSC) potential fluid and hydrocarbon heated to 100° ----------- ---------_... eltne~!:~shlernl?ty/~egra?ea nyarocaroon;
----------- nnt~, ,~~~

16 chip 2 (LSC) potential fluid and hydrocarbon +48"to +66° -----_..._-_... ----------- low temperature fluid
20a (BSC) potential fluid and hydrocarbon h~~!~Q.!Q120 _.._-------- ----------- decrepitated

21 chip I (BSC) potential fluid, hydrocarbon, calcite ----------- +1.8° ----------- freshwater, metastable superheated"ice

21 chip 2 (BSC) potential fluid and hydrocarbon +159.4° +3.6° ----------- freshwater, metastable superheated ice
21 chip 3 (BSC) potential fluid and hydrocarbon expanu<;;u-nu _0.6° ---------- Pr:;s.?water, Illeta$taole supernealeaIrp1i'm -----------
25 (BSC) potential tlUld and hydrocarbon ----------- ----------- ----------- decrepitated

33 (BC) potential fluid ----------- --------...-- ---------- decrepitated

45 chip I (McK) potential fluid and hydrocarbon +216 ----------- ---------- d?£ L LruSL, UU~()I~h~rrneuwuen Hozen-
i n't return after atin!!

61a chip I (4Eyes) potential fluid, hydrocarbon, calcite heated to 200' -------- ..._- ----------- solid calcite and degraded
-----------

61a chip 2 (4Eyes) potential tlUld and hydrocarbon ----- ...----- -_..._------- ----------- decrepitated

Appendix 6. Results from fluid inclusion analyses



Appendix 6. Fluid Inclusion Results
Expected:

1) Aqueous: .
. Tm Ice Th .._---...

~--7< 0>--7< 0>--7< >
cooled to -100°C ? _10°C

for fresh water
2)Hydrocarbon (CH4) (can flouress blue if light or yellow ifheavy)

Th CH4
~.; ~

cooled to -180°C < -82.5°C

Results:

1) Aqueous Freshwater

~~<: 0""---7< Th >.

- +3.60C ......._---'/ ......._---'0:<15~~......._---'.

2) Aqueous

< 0>--7< o>~< >
'------" '------" +48°to +66'C:-.-----"

3) Aqueous Metastable Superheated Ice

~~e< 0>
+1.8 and -0.6°C

4) Aqueous? Ended up decrepid

< >--7 <;;---0>-7 < 0>
began with empty cooled to _180°C heating, no t

inclusion melt ViSib~ >Th < >
......._---'0 +~c ......_----'.

5) Aqueous? Ended up decrepid don't trust due to possible expansion from freezing

<. O~~n~.....__O-,~o~n~ 0>
° ° °cooled to -180 C heated to +200 to +300 C

6) Degraded Hydrocarbon (CH4) (did not flouress)

~,~~~~l~~~~~o~n~';Et:~~~~;~'p
cooled to -180°C

7) Calcite or decrepid

< >no~ng:C.....---,~o~g~ >
cooled to -180°C heated to .-.+200°C
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Appendix 6. Fluid Inclusion Analyses·

Trains of inclusions healingmicrofractures and
running in parallel lines from left to right at an
acute angle to twim lamellae. Inclusions are
2 to 51l.

Planar cluster of inclusions, 2 to 51l'

Train ofdegraded hydrocarbon inclusions
healing a microfracture. Inclusions are
-2 to 51l.

Cluster of three aqueous fluid inclusions
with vapor bubbles. Inclusion are 2 to
51l.

Degraded hydrocarbon inclusion, -51.1
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Appendix 7. Stable Isotope Data

- Run 1: April, 2001
- Run 2: October, 2001
- Run 3: December, 2001
- Previous Studies Data
- Veins by Timing and Thrust Sheet
- Veins by Set
- Protolith, Microlithons, and Selvages
- Fluid Compositions ofVeins
- Individual Samples
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Run 1: April,2001
used standard 8-3-7vC03

Sample # Location True Vein Set delta 13"C delta 181\() corrected delta 181\()
Al 4Eyes bed-parallel 1.80 22.96 12.59

A2 4Eyes bed-parallel 1.73 22.69 12.32
A4 4Eyes bed-parallel 1.77 23.62 13.23

A5 4Eyes bed-parallel 1.80 22.87 12.49
A6 4Eyes bed-parallel 1.83 23.47 13.08

A7 4Eyes bed-parallel 3.00 33.82 23.33

Bl 4Eyes ? 1.45 23.20 12.82

B2 4Eyes ? 2.17 22.89 12.51

B3 4Eyes ? 1.86 17.98 7.65

B5 4Eyes ? 1.76 16.18 5.87

B6 4Eyes ? 1.74 22.74 12.36

B7 4Eyes ? 1.76 16.52 6.20

A3 4Eyes !protolith 2.84 31.86 21.39
B4 4Eyes Iproto1ith 2.88 31.61 21.15

B8 4Eyes Iprotolith 2.82 32.01 21.54

STD -A -4.18 25.52 15.11
STD-B -4.67 24.11 13.71
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Run 2 : October 8+9, 2001
used standard 8-3-7v C02 (both were lost, but should be ok)

Sample # Location True Vein Set delta 13C delta 180 corrected delta 180
20a BSC-DWG-4B Transverse 2.046 20.936 10.55
20b BSC-DWG-4B Transverse 1.805 20.34 9.98

22 LSC - col cave _....--_.... 2.619 20.997 10.64
25 BSC-ll Longitudinal -0.391 19.317 8.89
33 BC Transverse 0.168 31.308 20.84
36 LSC-16 Bed-parallel -0.639 36.162 25.65
40 LSC-16 Longitudinal -0.854 31.664 21.2
42 LSC-17c Longitudinal 1.206 37.345 26.82
45 McK ......_----_.. 2.131 24.89 14.49
47 UPS postdef. 1.689 20.178 . 9.83
48 UPS --------- 2.772 31.652 20.89
56 4Eyes-4C Transverse 1.905 16.724 6.41
61 4Eves-1 Longitudinal 1.529 23.812 13.42

STOA ---------- lost lost lost
STOB -------- ..... lost lost lost
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Run 3: December 10-14, 2001
used standard 8-3-7v C03

Sample # Location True Vein Set delta 13C delta 180 corrected delta 180
13-1 BSCDWG5 Longitudinal 4.82 35.42 24.91
13-2 BSCDWG5 Longitudinal 2.54 39.39 28.84
13-3 BSCDWG5 Longitudinal 0.95 20.09 9.74
13-4 BSCDWG5 Longitudinal 4.96 35.30 24.79
13-5 BSCDWG5 Longitudinal 2.40 36.62 26.10
13-6 BSCDWG5 Longitudinal 0.22 20.86 10.50
59(p) MedLodge protolith 1.83 32.79 22.31
59 v) Med Lodge Transverse 1.37 32.04 21.57
14(p) BSCDWG4A protolith 1.01 31.84 21.37
14(v) BSCDWG4A Longitudinal 2.67 34.00 23.51
33(p) BC ,protolith 1.24 35.40 24.89
25(p) BSC II protolith 1.42 31.48 21.01
6(p) LSC 14 IprotoIith 0.71 35.98 25.47
6(vlk) LSC 14 Longitudinal 0.15 30.30 19.85
6(v2n) LSC 14 Transverse 0.00 33.48 22.99
45(p) McK Iprotolith 4.14 33.56 23.07
48(p) UPS .protolith 3.00 25.77 15.36
53 v) 4Eyes 2A Longitudinal 1.78 22.99 12.61
56(p) 4Eyes4C Iprotolith 2.73 29.14 18.70
42(p) LSC 17c lprotolith 0.62 37.22 26.70
Std-A -------- -------- -4.24 25.21 14.80
Std-B -------- ---------- -4.25 25.15 14.75
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4. Previous Studies Data (Chizmadia and Bebout)

vein microlithon selvage
Sample Delta180 Delta13C Bhvein Delta13CBHul Delta13C Bhselv
BH96-SP-3hr 26.06 5.31
BH96-15hr 26.51 1.23
BH96-21 wr/Cg pe 22.23 2.88
BH96-SP-(l8) 21.71 4.97
IrvCrkBF brec fill 24.67 2.57
UPS-us-7 (2) 23.78 5.36
UPS-us-8 (7) 22.63 5.03
UPS-/ls-lO (6) 23.12 4.75
UPS-/ls-414 (l) 23.32 5.02

BH96-17(fibcgrv) 12.38 1.62
BH96-SP-3 (vn) 16.67 1.95
BH96-191vn 5.18 1.42
BH96-14vein 9.65 2.90
BH96-21 vic!!. perp 12.68 1.82
BH96-IC-101 13.83 0.94
BH96-5 vn 12.80 1.60
BH96-15 vnnrwrsa 15.88 -0.30
BH96-16 9.93 1.57
BH96-TF-I03vn 16.84 1.43
UPS-us-14 (3) 10.64 3.30
UPS-/ls-20 (I 0) 16.99 3.15

UPS-/ls-4 (8) 21.92 4.12
UPS-/ls-l1 (4) 21.16 4.02
UPS-/ls-21 (9) 20.82 3.80
UPS-/ls-22 (5) 22.36 4.42
BH96-14wr 13.78 3.92
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Veins By Timing and Thrust Sheet

Sample # Location Timing delta 13"C corrected delta 18"0
Al 4Eyes Eocene 1.80 12.59
A2 4Eyes Eocene 1.73 12.32
A4 4Eyes Eocene 1.77 13.23
A5 4Eyes Eocene 1.80 12.49
A6 4Eyes Eocene 1.83 13.08

61 4Eyes-1 Eocene 1.53 13.42
47 UPS Eocene 1.69 9.83

BI MedLodge Eocene 1.45 12.82
B2 MedLodge Eocene 2.17 12.51
B3 MedLodge Eocene 1.86 7.65
B5 MedLodge Eocene 1.76 5.87
B6 MedLodge Eocene 1.74 12.36
B7 Med Lodge Eocene 1.76 6.20
59(v) Med Lodge Eocene 1.37 21.57

56 4Eyes-4C Cretaceous 1.91 6.41
53(v) 4Eyes 2A Cretaceous 1.78 12.61

48 UPS Cretaceous 2.77 20.89
BH96-SP-3 (vn) 4Eyes Cretaceous 1.95 16.67
BH96-5 vn 4Eyes Cretaceous 1.60 12.80
UPS-~s-14 (3) 4Eyes UPS Cretaceous 3.30 10.64
UPS-us-20 (IO) 4Eyes UPS Cretaceous 3.15 16.99
BH96-17(fibcgrv) MedLodge Cretaceous 1.62 12.38
BH96-191vn MedLodge Cretaceous 1.42 5.18
BH96-16 MedLodge Cretaceous 1.57 9.93
20a BSC-DWG-4B Cretaceous 2.05 10.55
20b BSC-DWG-4B Cretaceous 1.81 9.98
13-1 BSCDWG5 Cretaceous 4.82 24.91
13-2 BSCDWG5 Cretaceous 2.54 28.84
13-3 BSCDWG5 Cretaceous 0.95 9.74

13-4 BSCDWG5 Cretaceous 4.96 24.79
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Veins By Timing and Thrust Sheet Continued

Sample # Location Timing delta 13"C corrected delta 181\()
13-5 BSCDWG5 Cretaceous 2.40 26.10
13-6 BSCDWG5 Cretaceous 0.22 10.50
14(v) BSCDWG4A Cretaceous 2.67 23.51

25 BSC-ll Cretaceous -0.39 8.89
BH96-TF-103 YO BSC Cretaceous 1.43 16.84

36 LSC-16 Cretaceous -0.64 25.65
40 LSC-16 Cretaceous -0.85 21.20
42 LSC-17c Cretaceous 1.21 26.82

6(vlk) LSC 14 Cretaceous 0.15 19.85
6(v2n) LSC 14 Cretaceous 0.00 22.99

22 LSC - col cave Cretaceous 2.62 10.64
33 BC Cretaceous 0.17 20.84
45 McK Cretaceous 2.13 14.49

BH96-14vein ? Cretaceous 2.90 9.65
BH96-21 v/cg peIj ? Cretaceous 1.82 12.68
BH96-IC-101 ? Cretaceous 0.94 13.83
BH96-15 vnnrwrs ? Cretaceous -0.30 15.88
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Veins By Set

- - - --- - - -- ---~ ------- -- ---------
Sample Location 13"C 18A() vein set

22 LSC - col cave 2.62 10.64 Mississippian cave dep.
14(v) BSCDWG4A 2.67 23.51 Longitudinal

42 LSC-17c 1.21 26.82 Longitudinal
6(vlk) LSC 14 0.15 19.85 Longitudinal

25 BSC-ll -0.39 8.89 Longitudinal
13-1 BSCDWG5 4.82 24.91 Longitudinal
13-2 BSCDWG5 2.54 28.84 Longitudinal
13-3 BSCDWG5 0.95 9.74 Longitudinal
13-4 BSCDWG5 4.96 24.79 Longitudinal
13-5 BSCDWG5 2.40 26.10 Longitudinal
13-6 BSCDWG5 0.22 10.50 Longitudinal

40 LSC-16 -0.85 21.20 Longitudinal
20a BSC-DWG-4B 2.05 10.55 Transverse
20b BSC-DWG-4B 1.81 9.98 Transverse
6(v2n) LSC 14 0.00 22.99 Transverse

33 BC 0.17 20.84 Transverse
36 LSC-16 -0.64 25.65 Bed-parallel
45 McK 2.13 14.49 fault breccia

BH96-TF-I03vn BSC 1.43 16.84 ?
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----- - ----------- - ---- --- ------- -- --------

Sample Location 13"C 18"0 vein set
53(v) 4Eyes 2A 1.78 12.61 Longitudinal

56 4Eyes-4C 1.91 6.41 Transverse
48 UPS 2.77 20.89 ?

BH96-17(fibcgry) MedLodge 1.62 12.38 ?
BH96-SP-3 (vn) 4Eyes 1.95 16.67 ?
BH96-191vn Med Lodge 1.42 5.18 ?
BH96-5 vn 4Eyes 1.60 12.80 ?
BH96-16 Med Lodge 1.57 9.93 ?
UPS-lls-14 (3) UPS 3.30 10.64 ?
UPS-lls-20 (l0) UPS 3.15 16.99 ?

- - -- ------ - --------- --- - ---- --- ._------ -------

Sample Location 13"C 18"0 vein set
61 4Eyes-l 1.53 13.42 Longitudinal

59(v) Med Lodge 1.37 21.57 Transverse
Al 4Eyes 1.80 12.59 Bed-parallel
A2 4Eyes 1.73 12.32 Bed-parallel
A4 4Eyes 1.77 13.23 Bed-parallel
A5 4Eyes 1.80 12.49 Bed-parallel
A6 4Eyes 1.83 13.08 Bed-parallel
BI Med Lodge 1.45 12.82 Longitudinal or Transverse
B2 Med Lodge 2.17 12.51 Longitudinal or Transverse
B3 Med Lodge 1.86 1.65 Longitudinal or Transverse
B5 Med Lodge 1.76 5.87 Longitudinal or Transverse
B6 Med Lodge 1.74 12.36 Longitudinal or Transverse
B7 Med Lodge 1.76 6.20 Longitudinal or Transverse

47 UPS 1.69 9.83 high angle vertical set
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Protolith
Sample # Location delta 13"<: corrected delta 18"0
B8 4Eyes 2.82 21.54
56(p) 4Eyes4C 2.73 18.70
59 p) MedLodge 1.83 22.31
14 ) BSCDWG4A 1.01 21.37
33 I) BC 1.24 24.89.
25 I) BSC II 1.42 21.01
6(p) LSC 14 0.71 25.47
42(p) LSC 17c 0.62 26.70
45(p) McK 4.14 23.07
48(p) UPS 3.00 15.36
A7 4Eyes 3.00 23.33

Microlithon
Sample Deltal3CBHlli Deltal80
A3 - 4Eyes 2.84 21.39
B-44Eyes 2.88 21.15
BH96-SP-3hr 5.31 26.06
BH96-15hr 1.23 26.51
BH96-21 wr/cg perprd. 2.88 22.23
BH96-SP-( 18) 4.97 21.71
IrvCrkBF brec fill 2.57 24.67
UPS-lls-7 (2) 5.36 23.78
UPS-lls-8 (7) 5.03 22.63
UPS-Ils-IO (6) 4.75 23.12
UPS-lls-414 (1) 5.02 23.32
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Set
Sample Delta13C Bhselv Delta180
UPS-/ls-4 (8) 4.12 21.92
UPS-/ls-II 4) 4.02 21.16
UPS-/ls-21 9) 3.80 20.82
UPS-/ls-22 5) 4.42 22.36
BH96-14wr 3.92 13.78
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Fluid compositions of veins under different temperature conditions continued

Sample # Location TiminJ,!; corrected delta 18"'C 20 deg C 40 deg C at 80 deg C at 100 deg C
13-4 Tendoy Cretaceous 24.79 -4.00 -1.01 5.00 7.02
13-5 Tendoy Cretaceous 26.10 -2.73 0.27 6.29 8.30
13-6 Tendoy Cretaceous 10.50 -17.89 -14.94 -9.01 -7.03
14(v) Tendoy Cretaceous 23.51 -5.25 -2.26 3.75 5.76

25 Tendoy Cretaceous 8.89 -19.46 -16.51 -10.59 -8.61
36 Tendoy Cretaceous 25.65 -3.17 -0.17 5.84 7.86
40 Tendoy Cretaceous 21.20 -7.49 -4.51 1.48 3.48
42 Tendoy Cretaceous 26.82 -2.03 0.97 6.99 9.01

6(vlk) Tendoy Cretaceous 19.85 -8.80 -5.83 0.16 2.16
6(v2n) Tendoy Cretaceous 22.99 -5.75 -2.77 3.24 5.24

22 Tendoy Cretaceous 10.64 -17.76 -14.81 -8.88 -6.89
33 Tendoy Cretaceous 20.84 -7.84 -4.86 1.13 3.13
45 Tendoy Cretaceous 14.49 -14.01 -11.05 -5.10 -3.11

BH96-TF-I03vn Tendoy Cretaceous 16.84 -11.73 -8.76 -2.80 -0.80
BH96-14vein Unknown Unknown 9.65 -18.72 -15.77 -9.85 -7.87
BH96-21 v/cg perp Unknown Unknown 12.68 -15.77 -12.82 -6.88 -4.89
BH96-IC-101 Unknown Unknown 13.83 -14.65 -11.69 -5.75 -3.75
BH96-15 vnnrwrsar Unknown Unknown 15.88 -12.66 -9.70 -3.74 -1.74
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Individual samples

Sample Location 13C 180 width across (mm)
Al 4Eyes 1.80 12.59 11
A2 4Eyes 1.73 12.32 16
A3microlith 4 eyes 2.84 21.39 21
A4 4Eyes 1.77 13.23 25
A5 4Eyes 1.80 12.49 28
A6 4Eyes 1.83 13.08 35
A7Rock 4Eyes 3.00 23.33 39

Sample Location 13C 180 width across (mm)
Bl MedLodge 1.45 12.82 3
B2 MedLodge 2.17 12.51 7
B3 MedLodge 1.86 7.65 14
B4 microlith MedLodge 2.88 21.15 20
B5 MedLodge 1.76 5.87 27
B6 MedLodge 1.74 12.36 35
B7 MedLodge 1.76 6.20 42
B8 Rock Med Lodge 2.82 21.54 47

Sample Location 13C 180
13-1 BSCDWG 5 4.82 24.91
13-2 BSCDWG 5 2.54 28.84
13-3 BSCDWG5 0.95 9.74
13-4 BSCDWG 5 4.96 24.79
13-5 BSCDWG 5 2.40 26.10
13-6 BSC DWG 5 0.22 10.50
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Individual samples continued

L. Chizmadia and G. Bebout sample; Four Eyes Canyon thrust sheet,
downstream from this study's UPS

microlithons Delta13CBHIlI DeltaI80
UPS-lls-7 (2) 5.36 23.78
UPS- Ils-8 (7) 5.03 22.63
UPS-J,1s-10 (6) 4.75 23.12
UPS-lls-414 (1) 5.02 23.32

vein
UPS-lls-14 (3) 3.30 10.64
UPS-lls-20 (10) 3.15 16.99

selvages
UPS-J,1s-4 (8) 4.12 21.92
UPS-JJs-II (4) 4.02 2I.I6
UPS-JJS-2I (9) 3.80 20.82
UPS-JJs-22 (5) 4.42 22.36
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